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ABSTRACT
Investigating variability at the earliest stages of low-mass star formation is fundamental in understanding how a
protostar assembles mass. While many simulations of protostellar disks predict non-steady accretion onto protostars,
deeper investigation requires robust observational constraints on the frequency and amplitude of variability events
characterised across the observable SED. In this study, we develop methods to robustly analyse repeated observations
of an area of the sky for submillimetre variability in order to determine constraints on the magnitude and frequency
of deeply embedded protostars. We compare 850 µm JCMT Transient Survey data with archival JCMT Gould Belt
Survey data to investigate variability over 2-4 year timescales. Out of 175 bright, independent emission sources
identified in the overlapping fields, we find 7 variable candidates, 5 of which we classify as Strong and the remaining
2 as Extended to indicate the latter are associated with larger-scale structure. For the Strong variable candidates,
we find an average fractional peak brightness change per year of |4.0|% yr−1 with a standard deviation of 2.7% yr−1 .
In total, 7% of the protostars associated with 850 µm emission in our sample show signs of variability. Four of the
five Strong sources are associated with a known protostar. The remaining source is a good follow-up target for an
object that is anticipated to contain an enshrouded, deeply embedded protostar. In addition, we estimate the 850 µm
periodicity of the submillimetre variable source, EC 53, to be 567 ± 32 days based on the archival Gould Belt Survey
data.
Corresponding author: Steve Mairs
smairs@uvic.ca
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1. INTRODUCTION

The accretion history of low-mass stars has been under investigation for many years (see, for examples, Kenyon
et al. 1990; Bell & Lin 1994). Despite recent advances (Vorobyov & Basu 2005; Rice et al. 2010; McKee & Offner 2011;
Dunham & Vorobyov 2012; Bae et al. 2014; Vorobyov & Basu 2015), few observational constraints exist regarding the
dominant mass transfer processes occurring during the earliest phases of star formation. The presence of a disk around
a protostar complicates how matter is moved from the nascent envelope to the central source. Through a combination
of rotation and magnetic fields, anisotropies develop in the otherwise symmetric infalling material predicted in the
seminal model of Shu (1977), causing this material to first accrete onto the disk before being transported to the
protostar (for a review on pre-main sequence accretion, see Hartmann et al. 2016). The rate of this mass transport
likely varies on both long and short timescales due to gravitational (Vorobyov & Basu 2005, 2006), magnetorotational
(Armitage et al. 2001; Zhu et al. 2009), and spiral wave (Bae et al. 2016) instabilities. Material that builds up in the
disk can compress the magnetosphere of a forming star, leading gas to rapidly flow onto the star through directed
funnels (Romanova et al. 2003; see also Cody et al. 2017). In addition, the formation of giant planets (Nayakshin &
Lodato 2012) and stellar encounters in binary systems (Forgan & Rice 2010; Hodapp et al. 2012) can also affect the
rate at which a protostar gains mass.
Episodic accretion (short bursts of mass accretion separated by long, quiescent periods) caused by these instabilities
in the disk has been gaining considerable attention in the literature (see Audard et al. 2014, and references therein).
These events may be related to known outbursts observed in FU Orionis (Herbig 1977; Hartmann & Kenyon 1985;
Reipurth 1990) and EX Lupi (Herbig 1989) objects. In addition to these large outbursts, Classical T Tauri Stars
(CTTS) have been known to exhibit lower levels of variability (e.g. Johns & Basri 1995; Alencar et al. 2001; Bouvier
et al. 2007; Donati et al. 2013; Blinova et al. 2016). Accretion variability events with analogous intensities and
timescales may occur during the youngest stages of a forming star’s evolution. A non-steady accretion rate is also
one solution to “the luminosity problem”: the order of magnitude discrepancy between the fainter, observed median
protostellar luminosity and the predicted protostellar luminosity assuming constant, steady state accretion (Kenyon
et al. 1990). Other solutions to this problem, such as longer timescales over which low-mass stars form, have also been
posed (e.g. McKee & Offner 2011). A recent study of 3000 Young Stellar Objects (YSOs) present within 18 different
molecular clouds conducted by Dunham et al. (2015) using data obtained by the Spitzer Space Telescope, however, has
provided evidence that Class 0+I protostellar lifetimes are relatively short (0.46-0.72 Myr; see also, Evans et al. 2009;
Heiderman & Evans 2015; Ribas et al. 2015; Fischer et al. 2017).
Observing the changes in accretion rate around a forming star is fundamental to understanding the earliest stages
of star formation. This is possible by measuring significant changes in the protostar’s peak brightness over time since
the protostar’s luminosity is generated primarily by the accreting material. Johnstone et al. (2013) modelled the
spectral energy distribution (SED) of a deeply embedded protostar undergoing an outburst due to an increased mass
accretion rate and concluded that while a stronger signal will be detected at the peak of the SED (mid- and far-infrared
wavelengths), the outburst also would be observable in the submillimetre regime. The submillimetre luminosity arises
from cascade reprocessing of the stellar radiation by the surrounding dust. The negligible heat capacity for interstellar
dust causes the time lag between the burst and the observation at submillimetre wavelengths to be dominated by the
light crossing time of the protostellar envelope, which Johnstone et al. (2013) calculated to be several weeks to months
long.
The benefit of observing variability at submillimetre wavelengths is that ground-based instruments such as the James
Clerk Maxwell Telescope (JCMT) are available to monitor large areas of the sky at a regular cadence. The JCMT
Transient Survey (Herczeg et al. 2017) is obtaining simultaneous continuum data at 450 µm and 850 µm on 8 nearby
(<500 pc) star-forming molecular clouds at approximately 28 day intervals, when the targets are observable using the
Submillimetre Common-User Bolometre Array 2 (SCUBA-2). These eight, 300 in diameter, regions were originally
selected from the JCMT Gould Belt Survey (GBS; Ward-Thompson et al. 2007) and shifted on sky to optimise the
number of Class 0+I and Class II YSOs present in each field. The GBS data that overlap with the Transient Survey
data were collected between 2012 and 2014 while the Transient Survey data collection began in December, 2015.
Therefore, these two surveys can be compared to identify and investigate variable signals over 2-4 year timescales.
Here, we consider Transient Survey data obtained prior to March 1st , 2017. In the present work, we only use 850 µm
data, which has higher signal to noise ratio than the 450 µm data (see Section 2).
The GBS data were not obtained with the goal of detecting protostellar variability, so the observations are not
regularly spaced in time and they often occur over only one or two nights for a given field. Therefore, in this study, we
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measure the flux-calibrated peak brightnesses of extracted sources in the co-added GBS images and compare them to
the same sources in the co-added Transient Survey images. In this way, we robustly characterise the properties of all
identified sources and become more sensitive to long-term changes. Furthering our investigation, we also correlate the
identified 850 µm emission sources with the positions of known YSOs (Megeath et al. 2012; Stutz et al. 2013; Dunham
et al. 2015). This is the first study that systematically analyses two consistent submillimetre datasets separated in
time in order to determine constraints on the magnitude and the frequency of deeply embedded, variable protostars.
This paper is organised as follows: in Section 2, we summarise the Transient Survey, GBS, and YSO catalogue
observations we use throughout this work. In Section 3, we give an overview of our data reduction, image alignment,
and relative flux calibration procedures. In Section 4, we present the results of the comparison between the GBS
and Transient Survey. This includes the identification of variable candidates, a description of the quality of those
candidates, and the calculated fractional peak brightness changes per year. In Section 5, we discuss the results,
highlight previously known variable sources in our sample, and construct a light curve for the variable source EC 53
(Hodapp et al. 2012; Yoo et al. 2017). Finally, in Section 6, we summarise our main results and provide concluding
remarks.
2. OBSERVATIONS

In this analysis, we combine JCMT Transient Survey (Herczeg et al. 2017) observations with archival data of the same
regions observed by the JCMT Gould Belt Survey (hereafter, GBS; Ward-Thompson et al. 2007). All observations
in both surveys are performed using the Submillimetre Common-User Bolometer Array 2 (SCUBA-2) instrument
(Holland et al. 2013) at the James Clerk Maxwell Telescope (JCMT). SCUBA-2 provides continuum coverage at both
450 µm and 850 µm simultaneously with half-power bandwidths of 32 µm and 85 µm (Holland et al. 2013) and effective
beam sizes of 9.800 and 14.600 , respectively (Dempsey et al. 2013). While we expect a stronger variability signal toward
the peak of the spectral energy distribution, typically the mid to far-IR (Johnstone et al. 2013), the practical data
reduction and analysis of SCUBA-2 450 µm images is complicated by a strong atmospheric water vapour dependency
in addition to a less stable beam profile due to dish deformation and focus errors (Dempsey et al. 2013). These effects
dramatically influence the signal to noise ratio (SNR) and require further investigation before careful corrections are
possible.In this paper we focus only on the 850 µm data. All of the observations were taken in the PONG1800 mapping
mode (Kackley et al. 2010), yielding circular maps (“PONGs”) ∼0.5° in diameter.
In total, there are eight Transient Survey fields (Herczeg et al. 2017): three in the Orion A and B Molecular Clouds
(OMC 2-3, NGC 2068, and NGC 2024), two in the Perseus Molecular Cloud (IC348 and NGC 1333), two in the Serpens
Molecular Cloud (Serpens Main and Serpens South), and one in the Ophiuchus Molecular Cloud (Oph Core). Eleven
Gould Belt Survey fields include bright, compact sources within areas of significant overlap of submillimetre emission
with the Transient Survey data (central locations, observation dates, 850 µm noise, and programme identification
numbers for all observations are summarised in Table 1). Figures 10 through 17 in Appendix A show the archival GBS
data mosaicked with the JCMT Transient Survey data.
2.1. The JCMT Transient Survey
JCMT Transient Survey (Herczeg et al. 2017) observations began on December 26th , 2015 and have continued at
an approximate cadence of 28 days whenever a given field is observable at the JCMT. In this paper, we address all
observations obtained prior to March 1st , 2017. All of the observations performed in this survey were taken in either
band 1, 2, or 3 weather, where the zenith opacity at 225 GHz, τ225 GHz is less than 0.12 (corresponding to a precipitable
water vapour of less than 2.58 mm). For more details on the individual observations included in this work, see Mairs
et al. (2017).
2.2. The JCMT Gould Belt Survey
GBS data were obtained from 2012 to 2014 and are publicly available on the JCMT archive. The observed fields,
however, are not necessarily centred on the same locations as the JCMT Transient Survey fields. Thus, multiple fields
may overlap to cover the same area of the sky (see Table 1 and Figures 10 through 17). All GBS observations were
designed to reach a uniform depth across a wide area of each star-forming cloud. The data were collected in weather
bands 1, 2, or 3 with 4 to 6 repeats such that a consistent sensitivity was achieved across the different atmospheric
conditions. The GBS observations were not originally intended for studying protostellar variability, so they were not
taken at a regular cadence. Often, all integrations of a given field were obtained within 1-2 nights. These data,
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Table 1. A summary of the observed fields and their co-added noise at 850 µm. JCMT Transient Survey Fields are in bold
and associated JCMT Gould Belt Survey fields are listed below each Transient Survey field.
Tile Namea

Central
R.A.
(J2000)

Central
Dec
(J2000)

Start Dateb

End Dateb

∆tc

850 µm Noised
(Jy beam−1 )

# Obs.e

SCUBA-2
Programme
Identification

IC348

03:44:18.3

32:05:16.0

20151222

20170209

–

0.0043

9

M16AL001

IC348-E

03:44:24.4

32:02:08.6

20120816

20130205

3.5

0.0055

4

MJLSG38

NGC 1333

03:28:54.5

31:17:09.0

20151222

20170206

–

0.0039

10

M16AL001

NGC1333-N

03:29:06.3

31:22:26.7

20120702

20120703

4.0

0.0052

4

MJLSG38

OMC 2-3

5:35:33.2

-5:00:32

20151226

20170206

–

0.0042

9

M16AL001

OMC1 tile4

5:35:49.4

-4:46:23

20120817

20130826

3.2

0.0045

4

MJLSG31

NGC 2068

5:46:13.0

-0:06:05

20151226

20170206

–

0.0039

10

M16AL001

OrionBN_450_S

5:46:13.0

-0:06:05

20141116

20141122

1.6

0.0046

6

MJLSG41

NGC 2024

5:41:41.0

-1:53:51

20151226

20170206

–

0.0043

11

M16AL001

OrionBS_450_E

5:42:48.0

-1:54:36

20141027

20141109

1.6

0.0045

6

MJLSG41

OrionBS_450_W

5:40:32.2

-1:48:00

20130212

20130303

3.3

0.0045

4

MJLSG41

Oph Core

16:27:03.2

-24:32:46.5

20160115

20170206

–

0.0050

8

M16AL001

L1688-1

16:27:02.9

-24:41:44.5

20120506

20120508

4.0

0.0053

4

MJLSG32

L1688-2

16:27:15.1

-24:10:09.7

20120518

20120520

4.0

0.0051

4

MJLSG32

Serpens Main

18:29:48.7

01:15:39.5

20160202

20170222

–

0.0045

9

M16AL001

SerpensMain1

18:29:59.8

01:14:46.9

20120518

20120519

4.1

0.0058

4

MJLSG33

Serpens South

18:30:02.2

-02:02:23.0

20160202

20170222

–

0.0047

9

M16AL001

SerpensS-NE

18:31:35.4

-01:53:50.3

20120421

20120503

4.2

0.0049

4

MJLSG33

SerpensS-NW

18:29:30.8

-01:47:07.3

20120503

20120505

4.2

0.0048

5

MJLSG33

a

The Tile Name corresponds to the target identifier in the JCMT archive.
The start and end dates refer to the date of the first observation taken by each survey and the last observation taken before
March 1st , 2017 (yyyymmdd).
c
The time between the average GBS date and the average Transient Survey date (years).
d
These measurements of the 850 µm noise levels are based on a point source detection in each field’s co-added image after
smoothing with a 600 FWHM Gaussian kernel. The effective beam size after smoothing is 15.800 .
e
The number of observations included in the co-add.
b

however, are useful to compare with our recent observations as they provide brightness measurements of our identified
sources across longer time separations (see ∆t in Table 1).
Additional GBS fields that overlap with the Transient Survey fields are not included in this study. Fields are
excluded if a self-consistent relative flux calibration could not be performed for the data (see Section 3) or if there
are no significantly bright or compact sources in the region of overlap between the two survey coverages. Often, these
cases occur if a GBS field has a significant amount of extended structure (complicating the disentangling of compact
structures from background emission as in the case of OMC 2-3) or compact structure that is very near the edge of
the map where the noise is higher. In total, 24 GBS fields have some overlapping area with the Transient fields, of
which 11 produced self-consistent flux calibration using bright, compact peaks that are also observed in the Transient
fields (see Appendix A).
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2.3. Spitzer Space Telescope and Herschel Space Observatory YSO Catalogues
In order to associate 850 µm emission sources with known Young Stellar Objects, we cross-match the Spitzer Space
Telescope catalogues of Megeath et al. (2012) and Dunham et al. (2015), and the Herschel Space Observatory YSO
catalogue presented by Stutz et al. (2013). Megeath et al. (2012) and Stutz et al. (2013) focus on the Orion A and B
Molecular Clouds while the Dunham et al. (2015) catalogue provides information for the remaining regions addressed
in this paper. We adopt the YSO classifications of Megeath et al. (2012) throughout the area of their survey. In
the catalogue, the authors denote Class 0+I and Flat spectrum YSOs as “P”, for protostars, and Class II YSOs as
“D”, for disks. They also include protostellar candidate designations “FP”, for faint protostar candidate, and “RP”,
for red protostar candidate. We make no attempt to further differentiate these four classes. In the case of YSOs
discovered by Stutz et al. (2013), we only include the objects labelled by the authors as reliable protostars (Flag 1)
in our analysis and generically refer to them as “’protostars” throughout this work. Finally, Dunham et al. (2015)
provides the extinction-corrected infrared spectral index, α0 , for each YSO and the standard classification scheme to
differentiate them (Greene et al. 1994; Dunham et al. 2015):
Class 0+I: α0 ≥ 0.3
Flat Spectrum: −0.3 ≤ α0 < 0.3
Class II: −1.6 ≤ α0 < −0.3
Where possible (all regions except those in the Orion A and B Molecular Clouds), we differentiate Flat Spectrum
sources from protostars and refer to Class II sources as “disks” throughout the rest of this paper.
3. DATA REDUCTION AND IMAGE CALIBRATION

We largely follow the three step data reduction and calibration methodology adopted by the JCMT Transient Survey,
which is described in detail by Mairs et al. (2017). We develop further methods, however, described in Section 3.2 to
perform a relative flux calibration between the two independent datasets (the GBS and the Transient Survey). We
first construct robust images from the raw SCUBA-2 data for all observations. Then, we perform a spatial alignment
for each image using a reference field. Finally, we perform a relative flux calibration to bring all observations into
agreement with the mean, co-added image (for the GBS and Transient surveys separately).
3.1. Data Reduction
Following Mairs et al. (2017), we first perform the data reduction using the iterative map-making software makemap
(described in detail by Chapin et al. 2013) in the SMURF package (Jenness et al. 2013) found within the Starlink
software (Currie et al. 2014). We grid each map to 300 pixels and define convergence of the iterative solution when the
difference in individual pixels changed on average by <0.1% of the rms noise present in the map. For both the GBS
and Transient data independently, we first run an “auto-mask” reduction where the map-making software identifies
regions of significant emission and separates this signal from the atmospheric noise that is eventually subtracted from
the final output image. We co-add the first 4 observations for each survey individually in order to create corresponding
“external masks” with boundaries defined by a signal to noise ratio of at least 3. The external masks applied to the
GBS and Transient surveys have negligible differences. Then, we perform a second round of data reduction using these
masks to define areas of robust astronomical emission as an additional constraint in makemap’s solution. In this way,
we are able to simultaneously recover faint, extended structures as well as isolated and embedded compact sources.
The final mosaic produced is in units of picowatts (pW), which we initially convert to Jy beam−1 using the 850 µm
JCMT default aperture flux conversion factor 565 Jy pW−1 beam−1 , based on a beam FWHM of 14.600 (Dempsey
et al. 2013).
The constructed SCUBA-2 maps are not sensitive to large-scale structures because these are filtered out during
the data reduction process (Chapin et al. 2013). For detecting submillimetre variability of compact sources, Mairs
et al. (2017) determined that the most robust results can be obtained by filtering out information on scales > 20000
(reduction R3 in Mairs et al. 2017). In this way, the peak fluxes of compact objects are well recovered and bright,
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compact source extraction is less confused by extended emission1 . The CO(J=3-2) emission line contributes to the
flux measured in these 850 µm continuum observations (Johnstone & Bally 1999, Drabek et al. 2012, Coudé et al.
2016). Mairs et al. (2016) show, however, that the peak brightnesses of compact sources are not significantly affected
by the removal of this line.
3.2. Post-Reduction Alignment and Flux Calibration
Nominally, the JCMT has a pointing error of 200 -600 and a flux calibration uncertainty of ∼ 5% − 10% (Dempsey et al.
2013; Mairs et al. 2017). Using the methods developed by Mairs et al. (2017), we achieve an alignment of < 100 and
a flux calibration uncertainty (in a typical measurement) of 2%-3%. Since each image has a similar flux calibration
uncertainty, co-adding the data further reduces the uncertainty in a given measurement by the square root of the
number of observations included in the co-add. Therefore, a source’s peak brightness may have an uncertainty as low
as 1% or less (see Tables 1 and 2). Briefly, the image alignment and flux calibration procedures rely on comparing the
properties of bright, compact sources detected across multiple observations of the same area of the sky. To identify
these sources, subtract larger-scale background flux, and extract properties such as the central position, size, and peak
brightness, we employ the algorithm Gaussclumps (Stutzki & Guesten 1990), which models each compact object with
a Gaussian profile. Specifically, we use the starlink software (Currie et al. 2014) implementation of Gaussclumps
found within the cupid (Berry et al. 2007) package. We expect the bright, point-like sources in an image to resemble
Gaussian structures based on the shape of the JCMT beam. In order to mitigate spurious noise features, before
running the source extraction algorithm we first smooth the maps with a 600 (FWHM) Gaussian kernel (see Appendix
B of Mairs et al. 2017).
As described by Mairs et al. (2017), the image alignment is performed by selecting the robust, Gaussian sources
that have a peak brightness of at least 200 mJy beam−1 (SNR ∼ √
10 for an individual Transient Survey observation)
and a maximum effective radius of 1000 (the effective radius is r = FWHM1 × FWHM2 /2 where the FWHMN terms
are the full widths at half maximum of the major and minor axes of the fitted two dimensional Gaussian), comparing
their central locations in each observation to a reference image, and then correcting for that offset. For both the Gould
Belt and Transient Surveys, the chosen reference field for each region is the first Transient Survey observation of that
region. The absolute position of each source is of little importance for our goals, as the most critical measurement for
understanding the variability of a given point source is the relative peak brightness and the alignment uncertainty is
small enough that we are able to confidently associate known protostars with the emission peaks.
Mairs et al. (2017) describe the procedure to identify and use robust calibrator sources in each field to self-consistently
perform a relative flux calibration. The chosen calibrator sources are referred to as Family members. A given Family
Member in the Transient Survey is selected by measuring the peak brightness of all sources that are brighter than
500 mJy beam−1 with effective radii < 1000 normalised to their average peak brightness and comparing that value to
all of the other sources in a given image with these properties. The largest set of sources that display a low amount
of scatter from observation to observation with respect to one another (defined by a threshold of 6% in the standard
deviation) is selected to be a Family. The fact that these sources agree well with one another over time suggests that
none of them are intrinsically varying to the level we can detect and that they are tracking the flux uncertainty of the
telescope. In this manner, we determine if each observation, as a whole, is slightly brighter or fainter than the mean
image allowing each epoch (image) to be corrected by a constant multiplicative factor.
We perform the relative flux calibration individually for the GBS data and the Transient data. As described in
Section 2, the GBS data were often taken over a short time frame (one or two days) while the Transient data were
taken over more than one year. Therefore, sources that do not appear to vary across the GBS observations could show
signs of variability in the Transient data. In addition, a slowly varying source may look constant in both datasets
individually, but given the long separation in time between the two surveys (see Table 1), the peak brightness could
be dramatically different when cross-compared (see Section 4).

1

For an overview of the effect of spatial filtering on SCUBA-2 data see Mairs et al. (2015, 2017).
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Figure 1. The mean GBS peak brightness divided by the mean Transient Survey peak brightness for all sources brighter than
200 mJy beam−1 with radii less than 1000 in the Perseus (top) and Ophiuchus (bottom) Molecular Cloud fields. The ratios are
plotted against their mean peak brightnesses as measured across the Transient Survey. Points labeled with a “c” are chosen to
be calibrators (Family members) in both the GBS and Transient Survey data independently. Each point is coloured according
to its association with YSOs (see text and legend). The error bars represent the combination of the uncertainty in the rescaled
GBS peak brightness measurements and the uncertainty in the Transient Survey peak brightness measurements. The dashed
line represents the derived relative flux calibration factor between the GBS data and the Transient Survey data (the number by
which to divide to bring the GBS data into relative calibration with the Transient Survey data). The dotted lines represent the
FCF uncertainty.

In order to bring the GBS data and the Transient Survey data into relative flux calibration with one another, we first
identify sources common to both surveys. The sources we select have peak brightnesses larger than 200 mJy beam−1
and effective radii less than 1000 . For each source, we measure the average peak brightness (fGBS and ftrans ) and derive
the associated uncertainties (σfGBS and σftrans ) by calculating the measured standard deviation across all observations
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Figure 2. Same as Figure 1 for the Orion A and B Molecular Cloud fields.

within each survey individually and dividing the result by the square root of the number of observations that were
included in the calculation (see Table 2).
We calculate a calibration factor using the measured source brightnesses by dividing the fGBS values by their
corresponding ftrans values. For the ith source, we label this ratio Ri and we propagate the uncertainties, σR,i , in order
to calculate the weighted mean, R̄,
Pn
R̄ =

i=1 Ri wi
,
Σni=1 wi

(1)

where n is the number of sources and the weights are the inverse square of the propagated uncertainties,
−2
wi = σR,i
.

(2)
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Figure 3. Same as Figure 1 for the Serpens Molecular Cloud fields.

The uncertainty in the weighted mean, σR̄ , is given by
s
σR̄ =

1

.
Σni=1 wi

(3)

Next, we calculate the difference, δ, between each peak brightness ratio and the weighted mean by subtracting the latter
from the former and dividing by the uncertainty associated with that source added in quadrature to the uncertainty
in the weighted mean,
q
2 + σ2
σtot,i = σR,i
(4)
R̄
δi =

Ri − R̄
.
σtot,i

(5)
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We consider all sources with |δ| > 3 to be deviant outliers that might skew the weighted mean. Therefore, we remove
these sources from the calculation and recompute the weighted mean. This refined weighted mean (that excludes
outliers) represents the initial approximation of the relative flux calibration factor between overlapping average GBS
and Transient Survey images.
To explore how the peak brightness uncertainties in each data set (σfGBS and σftrans ) affect the refined weighted
mean, we use a Monte Carlo analysis. We fix σfGBS and σftrans for each source and randomly draw new peak brightness
measurements from normal distributions with mean values equal to fGBS and ftrans and standard deviations equal to
σfGBS and σftrans . In this way, we calculate a new peak brightness ratio for each source, Ri , that is within the derived
measurement uncertainties. Then, we calculate a new weighted mean (Equation 1) based on these values, discard
outliers in the same manner as before, and compute a refined weighted mean. We repeat this process 10,000 times.
Of these 10,000 refined weighted mean values, we adopt the average as the relative flux calibration factor, or, relative
FCF. This is the number by which we divide the GBS image to bring it into relative calibration with the Transient
Survey image. The standard deviation in refined weighted mean values is the uncertainty in the relative FCF, σFCF .
We plot the results in Figures 1 through 3. The colours represent a source’s association with known YSOs. In these
figures, to be associated with a protostar, flat spectrum source, protostellar candidate, or disk, the peak position of
the source must be within 1000 of the YSO location (to match the radius of the largest compact source we consider).
Points labelled with a “c” are Family Members in both the GBS and Transient Surveys, i.e. they appear to have stable
peak brightnesses in each dataset independently but not necessarily when compared over several year timescales. The
FCF values are indicated by the dashed lines and σFCF is indicated by the dotted lines. As the noise is relatively
constant across a map and large scale modes have been mostly removed in the data reduction procedure, we expect
the relative FCF value to remain constant across the full field of any single image.
The GBS images were all originally calibrated at a level that is slightly brighter than their respective Transient
Survey images obtained prior to March 1st , 2017. This is the result of several factors that affect the nominal flux
calibration performed at the JCMT, before we apply the relative flux calibration presented above. For instance, the
nominal flux calibration values are based on data obtained between 2011 and 2012 (Dempsey et al. 2013), the water
vapour monitor was replaced in 2015, and SCUBA-2 had a filter upgrade in late 2016. The combination of these
factors have led to differences in the original calibration of the data obtained in the GBS and the Transient Survey
eras. These effects are corrected for by our relative flux calibration.
4. RESULTS

In Section 3.2, above, we described how we bring the mean GBS data and the mean Transient Survey data into
relative flux calibration with one another by using the bright, compact sources in each overlapping field. Once the
relative FCF has been computed, we repeat our calculation to search for significant outliers by replacing the individually
calculated weighted mean of the source peak ratios, R̄, with the mean FCF and σR̄ with σFCF in Equation 5. Here,
we define the significance of outliers based on the distribution of these newly calculated δ values.
Figures 4 to 6 show the δ value of every source. In Figure 7, we show the distribution of δ values for all sources
fit with a Gaussian curve. The fitted Gaussian has a standard deviation of σGaussF it = 1.76. The measured δ values
significantly deviate from the fitted Gaussian profile beyond a threshold of δ = ±6. Therefore, we define sources that
have |δ| > 6 as noteworthy outliers. The probability of detecting a source with |δ| > 6 from the Gaussian distribution
of values is 0.06%. Over all 11 GBS fields that overlap with the Transient Survey data, however, we find that 7 out
of 175 independent sources2 brighter than 200 mJy beam−1 with radii <1000 exceed this threshold. Thus, 96% of the
identified sources show no sign of variation between the average GBS data and the average Transient data to our
sensitivity, while the remaining 4% are considered variable candidates and form the basis of all further investigation.
We summarise the properties of the variable candidates in Table 2.
In order to discern the quality of each of the variable candidates, we construct difference maps, subtracting the GBS
co-add from the Transient co-add for each region, and perform a visual analysis on each map to note sources with
extended features in confused regions as well as larger-scale differences between the maps which can complicate our
measurements (see Figures 18 and 19 in Appendix A).
While investigating the difference maps, we searched for any indication of compact sources that were present only
in the GBS data and not in the Transient Survey data (or vice versa) in case an object had varied such that it fell
2

Sources that appear in multiple GBS fields as well as a Transient Survey field are only counted once.
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PER-10

PER-34

SER-1

SER-10

OPH-14

SER-21
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OMC1 tile4

18:29:37.99

h

HOPS 383

j
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–
i

5:35:29.67

18:30:02.69

16:26:24.95

18:29:49.80

g

IRAS 18270-0153

[KOB2004] 258b

[LAL96] 213

3:29:07.66

3:28:59.86

e
f

3:29:10.42

IRAS4Ad
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R.A. (J2000)
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0.42
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0.9

0.9
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name from literature. YSO name where possible.
is the mean source peak brightness measured across the Transient Survey (x = trans) or GBS (x = GBS) in Jy beam−1 .
c The standard deviation in f divided by the square root of the number of observations, normalised by f . In units of %.
d Jennings et al. (1987)
e Enoch et al. (2006)
f Lada et al. (1996)
g Kaas et al. (2004)
h Connelley et al. (2007)
i Maury et al. (2011)
j Safron et al. (2015)

a Reference

ID

GBS Field

Table 2. Summary of the variable candidate source properties.
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Figure 4. The deviation from the FCF for all sources brighter than 200 mJy beam−1 with radii < 1000 in the Perseus (top)
and Ophiuchus (bottom) Molecular Cloud fields. The ratios are plotted against their mean peak brightness as measured across
the Transient Survey. Points labeled with a “c” are chosen to be calibrators (Family members) in both the GBS and Transient
Survey data independently. Each point is coloured according to its association with YSOs (see text and legend). Dashed lines
are drawn at ±4 to highlight sources defined to be significant outliers.

below the detection threshold (200 mJy beam−1 ) in one dataset but not in the other. No significant objects of this
type were identified.
Through our visual inspection of each source in their respective difference maps, we define 2 categories of variable
candidate:
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Figure 5. Same as Figure 4 for the Orion A and B Molecular Cloud fields.

Strong Candidates (S): The source exceeds the significance threshold (|δ| > 6), has an average Transient Survey
peak brightness measurement of ftrans > 200 mJy beam−1 , and has a radius less than 1000 . These sources have an
obvious indication of significant compact structure at the location of the source in the difference map.
Extended Candidates (E): The source exceeds the significance threshold (|δ| > 6), has an average Transient Survey
peak brightness measurement of ftrans > 200 mJy beam−1 , and a radius less than 1000 . There is little indication
of compact structure present at the location of the source in the difference map; surrounding extended structures
complicate the measurements.
We find 5 Strong sources and 2 Extended sources. Extended variable candidates display very little evidence of real
compact emission changing brightness between the GBS and Transient Survey datasets. It is likely that we are
underestimating the uncertainty for these objects due to the uncertainty in the background subtraction computed by
the Gaussclumps algorithm in confused areas. Both of these remain interesting sources, though they are less robust
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Figure 6. Same as Figure 4 for the Serpens Molecular Cloud fields.

candidates for variability than those classified as Strong. The Extended source OPH-14 traces part of the larger scale
structure around the prototypical Class 0 source VLA 1623 (Andre et al. 1993), though we see no significant evidence
that the deeply embedded protostar itself is undergoing a significant brightness change at 850 µm. In addition to the
Strong and Extended candidates, one Possible candidate (HOPS 383; Safron et al. 2015) is also identified in Tables 2
and 3 and is discussed further in Section 5.1.
In general, we expect the presence of a disk to influence the accretion rate of material onto the central protostar. Of
the 5 Strong variable candidates, 4 are associated with a known protostar (and likely, therefore, a young circumstellar
disk) and none are associated with a known evolved disk object (see Nproto in Table 3; see also Table 4). To be
associated with a protostar or a disk, the peak position of the source must be within 1000 of the YSO location. Recall
that the presence of a dusty envelope increases the likelihood of detecting variability at submillimetre wavelengths due
to the reprocessing of the light emitted by a burst event. Generally, the envelope is faint or non-existant for known,
more evolved disk candidates seen at infrared wavelengths.
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Figure 7. The distribution of δ values for all sources. The red points represent a Gaussian fit to the histogram. The vertical
dashed lines indicate the threshold for a significant detection of a variable candidate.

Table 3. Associations between variable candidate and YSOs.
GBS Field

ID

Other Name

Nproto a

Distproto b

Category

NGC1333-N

PER-1

IRAS4A

2

2.64

S

NGC1333-N

PER-10

Bolo 40

0

–

S

NGC1333-N

PER-34

[LAL96] 213

1

2.56

S

SerpensMain1

SER-1

[KOB2004] 258b

1

3.16

S

SerpensS-NW

SER-10

IRAS 18270-0153

1

6.22

S

L1688-2

OPH-14

–

0

11.31

E

SerpensS-NW

SER-21

SerpS-MM15

0

–

E

OMC1 tile4

ORA-36

HOPS 383

0

c

13.49

Pos.

number of protostars within 1000 of the source peak.
distance, In units of 00 , between the source peak and the nearest protostar within 1500 . – indicates no nearby objects.
c The extracted 2D Gaussian traces an extended structure, slightly shifting the peak of this emission source away from HOPS 383 but a
brightness change associated with a compact feature containing the Class 0 protostar is apparent in the constructed difference maps (see
Section 5.1 and Figure 18).
a The

b The

In total, out of the 175 independent sources identified across all 8 Transient Survey fields and their 11 associated
GBS fields, there are 54 protostars and 13 disk objects within 1000 of source peaks. Therefore, to the sensitivity
achieved across these surveys, approximately 7% of known protostars associated with an 850 µm emission source to
be potentially varying. Only 3% of the sources not known to be associated with a YSO show signs of variability. One
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Table 4. Associations between 850 µm emission sources and YSOs.
# 850 µm Sourcesa

# With Proto (1000 )b

# With Disk (1000 )c

# With no known YSO

Total

175

54

13

108

Strong Var. Can.

5 (3%)

4 (7%)

0 (0%)

1 (1%)

All Var. Can.

7 (4%)

4 (7%)

0 (0%)

3 (3%)

a Number

of robust, bright, compact sources extracted using the Gaussclumps algorithm.
of sources with a protostar within 1000 of their peak location (also expressed as a percentage of the total number of sources in
this category).
c Number of sources with a disk (Class II YSO) within 1000 of their peak location (also expressed as a percentage of the total number of
sources in this category).
b Number

10

All
Strong
Extended

f˙/ftrans (% yr−1 )

5

0

−5

−10 −1
10

100
Peak Brightness (Jy/beam)

101

Figure 8. The change in peak brightness divided by the difference between the average GBS and Transient Survey observation
dates, normalised to the average Transient Survey peak brightness ((f˙/ftrans ), Equation 6). Strong variable candidates are
indicated by blue circles. Extended variable candidates are indicated by magenta squares. All other sources are indicated by
black diamonds. Variable candidates are intermixed with non-variable sources as the detection sensitivity varies from field to
field (see Table 5).

of the Strong variable candidates, IRAS4A (PER-1), has two protostars associated with its peak. Another, SER-1,
displays an elongated structure that may indicate multiple embedded sources or some outflow activity. Excluding the
Extended sources, which are less robust detections, only one source without a known protostar or disk shows signs of
variability. We do not expect starless cores to be variable. Therefore, the Strong variable candidate without a known
embedded YSO, Bolo 40 (Enoch et al. 2006), is a good target for follow-up studies to identify signatures of very faint,
deeply embedded protostars that have yet to be detected.
The GBS data and the Transient Survey data were obtained 2-4 years apart, depending on the field (see Table
1), which allows us to characterise the apparent, significant submillimetre brightness changes in terms of a fractional
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change per year (averaged over both datasets) assuming a linear change throughout the GBS/Transient Survey time
lag,
f˙
ftrans

ftrans − fGBS
=
×
ftrans



1
t̄trans − t̄GBS



(6)

,

where t̄GBS is the mean GBS observation date for that field and t̄trans is the mean Transient Survey observation date
for that field (the parenthetical term in the denominator is the same as ∆t in Table 1). We choose to normalise the
result to the mean Transient Survey observation to express the brightness change as a percentage of the (near) current
source peak brightness. The associated error, σf˙/f , is the combination of the Transient Survey average peak brightness
error (see Section 3.2 and Table 2), the GBS peak brightness error, and the error in the weighted mean.
Table 5. Current f˙/ftrans sensitivity limits.
GBS Field

∆f Sensitivity Limit (%yr−1 )

Typical ∆f Sensitivity (%yr−1 )

IC348-E

2.2

2.9

L1688-1

3.3

5.0

L1688-2

2.9

4.8

NGC1333-N

1.4

3.6

OMC1 tile4

2.0

4.3

OrionBN_450_S

3.7

7.4

OrionBS_450_E

3.8

17.7a

OrionBS_450_W

2.4

4.7

SerpensMain1

1.1

5.0

SerpensS-NE

1.0

4.6

SerpensS-NW

1.5

3.8

a The large uncertainties in OrionBS_450_E are due to complication in background structure subtraction executed by the GaussClumps
algorithm (see Appendix A). These are, however, bright and isolated sources in this field that are well recovered and better represented by
the |f˙/ftrans | sensitivity limit in the adjacent column.

We plot f˙/ftrans as a function of the Transient Survey average peak brightness in Figure 8, coloured according
to category. A typical, Strong variable candidate has an average brightness change per year of |4.0|% yr−1 with a
standard deviation of 2.7% yr−1 . The Extended variable candidates are grouped in a similar area of parameter space.
This grouping is primarily the result of poor background flux subtraction performed by the Gaussclumps algorithm
in these more confused regions. This strengthens the notion that the uncertainties in these measurements are likely
underestimated. Every calibrated GBS field includes a distribution of sources that appear slightly brighter and slightly
fainter than their Transient Survey counterparts. The brightest Strong candidates all display a positive f˙/ftrans , while
the fainter Strong candidates all show significant brightness decreases between the GBS and Transient Survey eras.
This may indicate an intrinsic difference in the underlying accretion process for different types of protostars. This
trend, however, is only based on small number statistics.
Three factors contribute to the sensitivity of |f˙/ftrans |: the uncertainties in the GBS and Transient Survey peak
brightness measurements, the uncertainty in the calibration, and the time lag between the two data sets for each field
(see ∆t in Table 1). In Table 5, we present both the sensitivity limit and the typical sensitivity in |f˙/ftrans | for each
field. To calculate the sensitivity limit for each field, we set Equation 5 (replacing R̄ with the mean FCF and σR
with σFCF ) equal to 6 (the threshold at which we define a source to be a variable candidate) and solve for the GBS
peak brightness in terms of the Transient Survey peak brightness. Then, we substitute the result into Equation 6 for
each source and find the minimum allowed |f˙/ftrans | for a variable candidate in each field. For the typical |f˙/ftrans |
sensitivity, we report the median |f˙/ftrans | value calculated in this fashion. As the Transient Survey continues and we
are able to observe longer time separations, our sensitivity will improve.
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5. DISCUSSION

The relative flux calibration agreement between GBS fields associated with the same Transient Survey field is robust.
There are 13 sources in total that overlap two GBS fields and a Transient Survey field. There are no cases where a
source is considered to be a variable candidate in one GBS field and not the other. In total, we find 7 sources with
significantly discrepant GBS to Transient Survey peak brightness ratios, indicating they are candidates for variability.
These sources are distributed around f˙/ftrans = 0% yr−1 (Figure 8). Though we do not necessarily expect linear
changes over 2-4 year timescales, assuming linearity, the average |f˙/ftrans | of the Strong variable candidates over
several year timescales using co-added, well calibrated maps is |4.0|% yr−1 with a standard deviation of 2.7% yr−1 (see
Table 2 and Figure 8). We are not sensitive to short timescale, small fluctuations that may average out the signal
over time (see Section 5.2 for a further example of the limitations of time averaging), so we expect there to be more
variable candidates in these fields that can be identified at higher time resolutions and sensitivities. An analysis of
variability within the Transient Survey data alone is addressed by Johnstone et al., (in preparation).
The observed difference in the submillimetre flux of an embedded protostar undergoing a change in accretion rate is
determined by the heating or cooling of the dusty envelope. As long as the dust temperature remains above ∼25 K, the
sub-mm response will be approximately linear to this change in temperature. When the dust temperature is lower, the
submillimetre response becomes much stronger. In equilibrium, the dust temperature, Tdust , in most of the envelope
1/4
is expected to vary with accretion luminosity, Lacc , as Tdust ∝ Lacc (Johnstone et al. 2013). As Johnstone et al. (2013)
note, however, this relationship will break down in the very outer envelope where significant heating comes from the
external radiation field and therefore the temperature of the dust remains relatively fixed.
For small fractional changes in temperature, the accretion luminosity is approximated by
∆Lp
∆Tdust
.
∝4×
Lp
T

(7)

Assuming the submillimetre response is roughly proportional to the dust temperature which itself is determined
primarily by the accretion luminosity, a 4% change in the observed submillimetre flux corresponds to a ∼16% change
in the accretion luminosity (accretion rate) of the central protostar. If the envelope temperature drops below ∼25 K,
then the submillimetre response will be closer to one-to-one (i.e. a 4% change in the observed submillimetre flux
corresponds to ∼4% change in accretion luminosity). Much work is still required to fully understand the relationship
between the observed submillimetre flux and the accretion luminosity (see, for example, Johnstone et al. 2013).
We find 7% of the known protostars in our observed fields display a typical 16% accretion variability over ∼3 years
(using Equation 7). In Figure 3 of Herczeg et al. (2017), the authors summarise expectation values of accretion
variability over specific timescales, taking into consideration a model in which the variability is driven by large-scale
gravitational instabilities in the disk (Vorobyov & Basu 2010) and a model in which smaller-scale magneto-rotational
instabilities are included Bae et al. (2014). The models of Vorobyov & Basu (2010) predict that ∼7% of protostars
will undergo a 7%-8% change in accretion luminosity over 3 years of observations. Bae et al. (2014), however, predict
that ∼ 7% of protostars will undergo a 40% change in accretion luminosity over this same timeframe. Under the
simple assumption that submillimetre brightness varies linearly as dust temperature, Equation 7 predicts our results
to lie between the two models. We note, however, that this result is tempered by uncertainties in the relationship
between changes in the submillimetre flux due to the protostellar luminosity, the reliability expected from the models
of protostellar episodic accretion over few year timsescales (as a detailed investigation relies on accurately tracing the
physics of the inner disk), and the sensitivity of our source detection methods.
Future surveys studying accretion variability onto deeply embedded protostars would benefit from working in the
far infrared, near the peak of the protostellar envelope spectral energy distribution in order to have a more linear
relationship between observed brightness changes and the underlying accretion luminosity variation (see Johnstone
et al. 2013). These surveys are likely to be undertaken by space observatories such as the Space Infrared Telescope
for Cosmology and Astrophysics (SPICA; Roelfsema et al., submitted) or the Origins Space Telescope (OST ; Meixner
et al. 2016) which will further benefit from the stability of space-based observations, provided that the calibration
and dynamic range of the instruments is excellent. As these missions are still a decade or more away, an obvious first
undertaking will be to use Herschel Space Observatory observations of nearby star-forming regions as a previous epoch,
yielding a multi-decade delta in time. As this paper shows, however, there are significant challenges in collating two
disparate data sets and thus care will need to taken in order to reach relative uncertainties at the 1% − 2% level.
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5.1. Previously Known Signatures of Variability
Nearly all of the submillimetre emission sources in Table 2 are detected in previous surveys (see, for example,
Johnstone et al. 2000, 2001; Skrutskie et al. 2006; Kirk et al. 2006; Di Francesco et al. 2008), and many have been
associated with outflows. Two Strong sources have previously-known indicators of variability from outflow knots or
inferences from spectroscopic diagnostics: IRAS4A (PER-1) and IRAS 18270-0153 (SER-10).
In the case of IRAS4A, the evidence is in the form of outflowing jets with compact knots (Choi 2001), a phenomenon
that has been characterised around protostellar and Herbig-Haro objects for many years (see, for examples, Reipurth
1989; Cernicharo & Reipurth 1996; Reipurth et al. 2004, and references therein). These jets may be caused by episodic
outbursts (Choi 2001) that increase the density of the ejected material for a short period of time, leaving some indication
of the history of activity around the source. Other evidence, however, points to jet precession as the source of the
knots (Choi et al. 2006; Santangelo et al. 2015).
IRAS 18270-0153 (Connelley et al. 2007) has been classified as an “FU Orionis-like” object, owing to its deep CO
and water vapour absorption bands and lack of clearly defined photospheric absorption lines (Greene & Lada 1996;
Connelley & Greene 2010). These features indicate the presence of a very hot, optically thick inner disk, which is a
signpost for an ongoing FUor accretion outburst (Zhu et al. 2007). In addition, this protostar has a notable bipolar
outflow in H2 (Zhang et al. 2015). We observe a decrease in brightness at the rate of 4.3% yr−1 , assuming a linear
change.
In addition to these Strong candidates, we highlight one further source of interest, ORA-36 (HOPS 383; Safron
et al. 2015), which we list as a Possible variable candidate in Tables 2 and 3. HOPS 383 is a source that contains the
youngest known Class 0 protostar that has shown evidence of an outburst in both infrared and submillimetre data
(Safron et al. 2015). Mid- and far-infrared photometric data indicate that the source underwent a strong outburst
between 2004 and 2012. By comparing 450 µm Submillimetre Common-User Bolometre Array (SCUBA) data from
1998 to 350 µm Submillimetre APEX Bolometer Camera (SABOCA) data in 2011, Safron et al. (2015) found that the
source had doubled in brightness in the submillimetre. We expect that an accretion outburst would be much brighter
in the infrared (Johnstone et al. 2013). Here, we see a clear indication of a compact emission source closely associated
with HOPS 383. We do not consider it a robust variable candidate as its δ value is less than 6 (δ = 4.17; see Table 2),
though it appears to be undergoing a brightness decrease between the GBS and Transient Survey data at the level of
−2.66±0.64%yr−1 . Fischer & Hillenbrand 2017 have also noted a recent brightness decrease in the H and K-bands for
this source. The extracted 2D Gaussian source traces an extended structure in which the compact feature is embedded
(see Figure 18), causing the peak of the identified source to artificially shift further from the protostar it contains.
In addition to the variables, some non-varying sources are also of interest. Our observations coincide with 2 longterm radio (cm wavelength) variable sources in IC 348 (VLA 2 and VLA 3; Forbrich et al. 2011), but neither are
significantly variable at 850 µm. VLA 2 was found to decrease in brightness from 0.09 mJy in 2001 (Avila et al. 2001)
to 0.04 mJy in 2008, In this work, we have found no significant brightness change between the GBS and Transient
Survey observations (δ = 0.81) for the associated 850 µm emission source. Similarly, we find no 850 µm emission
source to coincide with VLA 3, which increased in radio brightness from 0.41 mJy in 2001 Avila et al. (2001) to 0.542
mJy in 2008, It is important to recognise that radio and submillimetre variability arise from different phenomena. In
the former case, magnetic flares and synchrotron radiation dominate while in the latter case we are tracing accretion
events.
5.2. The Period of the Submillimetre Variable EC 53
One prominent source in the Serpens Main Transient Survey field, EC 53 (Eiroa & Casali 1992), is identified as a submm variable in a companion paper (Yoo et al. 2017) and has previously been identified as a periodic variable in near-IR
(K-band) photometry (Hodapp et al. 2012). The periodicity is thought to be driven by accretion instabilities triggered
by a nearby companion (Hodapp et al. 2012). We do not detect it as a variable candidate in this paper (δ = 2.83)
because EC 53’s periodicity is timed such that the difference between the GBS measurement and the average Transient
measurement is only moderate. In addition, the uncertainty (standard deviation) in EC 53’s time averaged brightness
across the Transient Survey data is high, because the brightness change over one period is significant (see Johnstone
et al., in prep. for an analysis performed at a higher time resolution). To make this more clear, the source’s 850 µm
light curve presented in Figure 9 (see also, Yoo et al. 2017). In the top panel, the GBS and Transient peak brightness
data are plotted against the dates of observation. The red (upward) triangle represents the average, calibrated GBS
data, the blue circles represent Transient Survey data included in the investigation presented in this paper (obtained
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Figure 9. The 850 µm light curve of EC 53 (see also, Yoo et al. 2017). Top: The red (upward) triangle represents the average,
calibrated GBS data, the blue circles represent data analysed in this paper, and the black squares represent data that has been
collected between March 1st , 2017 and July 5th , 2017. Bottom: The black (downward) triangles represent all obtained Transient
Survey data shifted one period (567 days) into the future. The GBS data presented in this Figure has been shifted three and
then four increments of 567 days until it matched the current and next periodic cycles. The error bars in the GBS dates suggest
a reasonable range of values that agree with the rise in the light curve.
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between February 2nd , 2016 and February 22nd , 2017), and the black squares represent Transient Survey data obtained
between March 1st , 2017 and July 5th , 2017. The Transient Survey error bars represent the standard deviation of the
normalised peak brightnesses across the Family of calibrator sources for each epoch (whereas the uncertainty of the
GBS data point includes all 4 GBS observations taken over two nights, see Table 1).
In the bottom panel, we shift the calibrated GBS data from its original observation date until it reasonably aligns
with the Transient Survey observation dates. We find that a shift of 1700 days from the original observation date
agrees well with the rise of the peak brightness (red, upward triangle) with a range of acceptable values from 1605
days to 1795 days (horizontal, red errorbars). A shift of 1700±95 days corresponds to 3 full periods of 567 ± 32 days
at 850 µm. To this accuracy, we independently confirm the 850 µm periodicity is consistent with the 543 day K-band
periodicity (Hodapp et al. 2012). In order to show the periodic nature of EC 53, we assume the cycle is continuously
repeating and we display all of the obtained Transient Survey observations shifted by 567 days (black, downward
triangles), once again including the average GBS data in this future cycle.
6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we investigate signatures of 850 µm submillimetre variability by comparing archival GBS fields,
observed between 2012 and 2014, to JCMT Transient Survey fields, observed between December 2015 and March 1st
2017. We follow the data reduction and calibration procedures presented in Mairs et al. (2017) to self-consistently
align and calibrate each set of observations from the two surveys individually before bringing the co-added GBS
images into relative flux calibration with the co-added Transient Survey images (see Section 3 and Figures 1 through
3). Using the source extraction algorithm Gaussclumps (Stutzki & Guesten 1990), we identify 175 independent
bright (>200 mJy beam−1 ), compact (effective radius <1000 ) compact emission objects that were well fit with Gaussian
profiles, correlate them with known protostars (Class 0+I, Flat spectrum sources; see Section 2.3) and disks (Class II
sources), and identify objects that are significant outliers in their GBS to Transient Survey average peak brightness
ratio with respect to the other sources in the field (see Figures 4 through 6, Figure 7 and Equation 5). Based on a visual
inspection for compact structure present around the area of each outlying source in calibrated difference maps (the
Transient Survey co-add subtracted from the GBS co-add), we define two categories for the quality of each variable
candidate.
Our main results are summarised as follows:
1. We have developed methods to robustly analyze repeated observations of an area of the sky for signatures of
submillimeter variability. We identify 11 archival GBS fields that can be self-consistently flux calibrated and have
significant overlap with the 8 Transient Survey fields (see Appendix A).
2. Out of 175 independent compact, 850 µm emission sources, we find a total of 7 variable candidates, 4 of which are
associated with known protostars.
3. We classify 5 of the variable candidates as Strong and 2 as Extended (see Section 4), and we highlight one additional
source, HOPS 383, as a Possible detection of variability. Two Strong sources (IRAS4A, IRAS 18270-0153) along with
HOPS 383 have previously noted signatures of variability. There is one Strong variable candidate without a known
protostellar or disk association (Bolo 40/PER-10). This is a good target for follow-up studies to identify signatures
of very faint, deeply embedded protostars (see Table 2).
4. The average flux change for the strong variable candidates is |4.0|% yr−1 with a standard deviation of 2.7% yr−1 over
2-4 year timescales. Assuming the heating of the envelope is responsible for the changing luminosity, this corresponds
to a change in accretion rate of ∼ 16% (see Section 5). The observed changes in flux for all sources are distributed
around 0% yr−1 .
5. Using the archival GBS data, we strengthen the detection of the submillimetre variable source EC 53 by adding
a critical data point to its periodic light curve and determine its 850 µm period to be 567 ± 32 days. This value is
consistent with the 543 day period perviously reported in the K-band (see Figure 9, Yoo et al. 2017, and Hodapp
et al. 2012).
Throughout this work, we have developed methods to robustly analyse repeated observations of an area of the sky
for signatures of submillimetre variability. The JCMT Transient Survey will continue through at least January, 2019
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and as more data are collected we will have the opportunity to continue this investigation to fainter sources and smaller
levels of variability over longer timescales. Future directions include periodically co-adding sets of Transient Survey
observations to construct very precise light curves (sacrificing temporal resolution for higher sensitivity), improving
the flux calibration procedures such that more archival data can be included, comparing these observations with the
simultaneous 450 µm datasets once the latter can be robustly reduced and calibrated, and applying these observational
constraints to current simulations of variable protostellar accretion.
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Figure 10. The Transient Survey field IC348 mosaicked with its corresponding archival GBS fields at 850 µm. The area of each
observed GBS and Transient Survey field included in the mosaic is bounded by a circle. The solid black circle is the Transient
Survey field. The red (dashed) circle shows the boundary of the IC348-E GBS field. The green triangles represent the positions
of known protostars taken from the Spitzer Space Telescope catalogue of Dunham et al. (2015).

APPENDIX
A. SOURCE EXTRACTION AND COMPARISON

For maximum consistency in relative flux calibration across all the regions, we select individual GBS fields and
compare each one to its respective Transient Survey field independently. For a given GBS field to be useful for this
work, it must: 1) have enough bright, compact sources to undergo self calibration and 2) have significant overlap
with a Transient field such that they share at least three sources of interest and a flux calibration between the two
datasets can be performed. The first criterion generally causes GBS fields with some Transient field overlap to fail.
In order for a specific GBS field to undergo relative flux calibration, we require at least two compact sources brighter
than 0.5 Jy beam−1 that are observed to have consistent peak brightnesses with respect to one another across all
observations. If two potential calibrator sources are noted, but display discordant flux calibration factors, it is unclear
which, if either, of the sources represents the more correct value without further investigation. Where we lack robust
sources, we discard the field. Similarly, if only one potential calibrator source is noted, it is unclear whether or not that
source is intrinsically variable and, again, we discard the field. A self-calibration failure is generally encountered when
the field is very sparse, or when a field is inundated with complex, extended emission without isolated, well-defined
point-like sources. In the latter case, the Gaussclumps algorithm has difficulties in defining source boundaries and
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Figure 11. Same as Figure 10, but showing the NGC1333 field with its corresponding archival GBS field. The red (dashed)
circle shows the NGC1333-N GBS field.

properly subtracting background emission (see, for example, the “Integral Shaped Filament” in the OMC 2-3 region
in Figure 12; two GBS fields with the southern extension of the filament present along the noisy edge of their field of
view were discarded).
Note that a clear example of Gaussclumps having difficulty subtracting the background is in the ORIONBS_450_E
field. The error bars for many sources in Figure 2 (bottom left) are large due to the inconsistency of the identified source
boundaries. To appear in Figures 1 through 3, a source must be consistently observed in at least 2 GBS observations
and at least 2 Transient Survey observations. Recall that we apply minimum peak brightness and maximum radius
thresholds. Sources that have sizes that are near this threshold may be culled from many observations, yet detected
in two or three as the extraction algorithm fits a slightly different Gaussian model to the same region on different
dates, attempting to separate clustered structure. The lack of robust observations increases the uncertainty of the
peak measurement but this is mitigated by well-defined, well recovered sources in conjunction with the calculation of
a weighted mean to derive the relative FCF.
Source recovery in particularly confused and blended emission regions is also complicated by the fact that the
recovery of extended background emission can vary from observation to observation, especially near the edges of the
map. Reducing SCUBA-2 data is a complex process. Best practices for the GBS data reduction were developed by
Mairs et al. (2015) and extended to the Transient Survey by Mairs et al. (2017). Adopting the methodology of Mairs
et al. (2017) in this paper, we robustly recover compact structure in exchange for less information at extended scales.
As discussed in Section 3.1, we perform a two-stage reduction where we employ an external mask in the final stage
to help constrain makemap’s solution. These external masks are created individually for each field in the GBS and
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Figure 12. Same as Figure 10, but showing the OMC 2-3 field with its corresponding archival GBS fields. The red (dashed)
circle shows the OMC1 tile4 GBS field. The green triangles represent the positions of known protostars taken from the Spitzer
Space Telescope and Herschel Space Observatory catalogues of Megeath et al. (2012) and Stutz et al. (2013), respectively.

Transient surveys, due to the different central coordinates of the overlapping fields. Where the fields from the two
surveys overlap (see Figures 10 through 17), the masked structures are nearly identical. Outside of these regions,
however, the fields have their own structure that can slightly affect how astronomical signal across the rest of the
recovered image grows in the final iteration of makemap. This effect is generally insignificant across the majority of
the image but can cause slight differences near the edges of the fields where the noise levels are higher.
In many instances, the edges of GBS fields overlap with the centre of their associated Transient Survey field and
the small differences in extended structure recovery create flux pedestals and negative bowling, which add to the
uncertainty of a measured source in those regions (see Mairs et al. 2015, for more information). Since the telescope
has to slow down and speed up near the edges, the time domain filtering has a different effect on structure near the
edge of the map with respect to that at the centre of the map. We have addressed this by inspecting each of the
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Figure 13. Same as Figure 10, but showing the NGC2068 field with its corresponding archival GBS field. The red (dashed)
circle shows the ORIONBN_450_S GBS field. The green triangles represent the positions of known protostars taken from the
Spitzer Space Telescope and Herschel Space Observatory catalogues of Megeath et al. (2012) and Stutz et al. (2013), respectively.

variable candidate sources in Table 2 in difference maps we constructed (see Figures 18 and 19), looking for indications
of larger-scale residual structures. We expect that compact, truly varying sources would show significant, point-like
structure even in the midst of these extended regions.
In Figures 18 and 19, we present thumbnail images extracted from the constructed difference maps (the GBS coadded data subtracted from the Transient Survey co-added data) for all variable candidates in Table 2. All of the
Strong variable candidates show significant, compact structure in their respective difference maps.
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